
LVT/LVP Flooring   ASTM F1700

Royale (LVT)

Tapestry
536-04

Baroque
510-07

Renaissance
505A-02

Driftwood
506-03

Dusty Pearl
506-01

Beachwood
506-04

Barnwood
514-02

Dockwood
446-04

Pewter
534-01

Tumbleweed
514-07

Dauntless Dusk
514-04

Rustique (LVP)

Harmony
546-02

Cantata
546-04

Crescendo
445-05

Opus
546-05

Symphony (LVP)

Backing Detail 

Magnified Cross-Section View

• GeckoGrip flooring features the market’s latest innovation in 
backing technology for luxury vinyl tiles and planks.

• GeckoGrip’s microscopic suction cups create a strong, secure bond 
ensuring it will not shift under heavy foot traffic or rolling loads.

• Eliminating the use of glue allows for quick installation and easy 
removal/replacement of tiles.

• Available in two sizes, GeckoGrip’s array of colors and patterns 
complement a variety of styles, with the ability to mix-and-match, 
elevating the look of any room.



PRODUCT INFO

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
DAILY OR AS NEEDED:

• Sweep, dust mop, or vacuum the floor to remove all loose dirt and grit
• Spot clean using a properly diluted neutral pH floor cleaner and a clean cloth

WEEKLY OR AS NEEDED:
• Scrub using an auto scrubber with a properly diluted neutral pH cleaner and 

a 3M 5100 Red pad or equivalent pad or brush. Rotary or cylindrical brush 
cleaning is recommended for textured floors

Website: www.thematworks.com  Phone: 833.628.9757  Email: orders@thematworks.com

GeckoGrip

Luxury Vinyl Plank 
(LVP) Size 6” x 48”

Luxury Vinyl Tile 
(LVT) Size 12” x 24”

Wear Layer 20 mil

Overall Thickness 3.5 mm

Composition PVC

Finish
EPT Shield + 

Scratch & Stain 
Resistant Coating

100% Customer Satisfaction*

*Based on the life of the product

INSPIRED BY A GECKO’S
SUCTION GRIP
GeckoGrip works by using millions of microscopic suction 
cups, negatively charged fluids, and vacuum pressure 
to bond to any flat, non-porous surface. Eliminating 
the use of glue allows for easy removal, no residue, and 
easy replacement by not having to redo the whole floor. 
Without the release of toxins or solvents from glue, 
GeckoGrip technology is a more environmentally-friendly 
choice.

SOUND INSULATING
GeckoGrip’s innovative backing technology helps reduce sound transmissions. The 
3.5 mm product features a rating of 56 IIC over a 6” slab without a dropped ceiling, 
providing an optimal solution for reducing sound transmission in all applications.


